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Synopsis
Slice-following significantly reduces the scan time in cardiac diffusion weighting imaging by enabling free-breathing acquisition compatible with
multi-slice coverage. However reduced field of view techniques result in a significant SNR penalty when combined with this multi-slice strategy.
The objective of this work was to develop and evaluate a reduce field of view T2+ADC protocol compatible with multi-slice acquisition by using a
“restore” pulse to improve higher SNR-efficiency.

Purpose
Simultaneous T2 and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) mapping enables acquiring co-registered information regarding myocardial edema (increased
T2) and the degree of diffuse and/or focal myocardial fibrosis (increased ADC) . Cardiac diffusion weighting imaging (cDWI) uses single-shot Spin-Echo
EPI (SE-EPI) and second order motion compensated diffusion gradient  to minimize cardiac bulk motion. Also due to the large number of images,
navigator based strategies like slice-following  (SF-NAV) can significantly reduce the scan time by enabling free-breathing acquisition with a 100%
respiratory acquisition efficiency compatible with multi-slice (MS) heart coverage. SE-EPI permits fast image acquisition, but is susceptible to strong
distortion artifacts along the lung/heart interface. These distortions can be minimized by applying a refocusing pulse in the phase encoding direction
(orthogonal to the excitation pulse) to generate a reduced field-of-view (rFOV). However this rFOV SS-EPI approach is not compatible with MS acquisitions
without incurring a significant SNR penalty.

The objective of this work was to develop and evaluate a rFOV T2+ADC mapping technique compatible with the MS SF-NAV approach to substantially
decrease acquisition times. To do so, an additional refocusing RF pulse was added after the SE-EPI readout  to “restore” the z-magnetization outside of
the slice that was inverted by the rFOV process, thereby driving it to equilibrium and mitigating the SNR loss for a multi-slice interleaved acquisition. We
hypothesize that a highest SNR-efficiency can be reach with a MS-rFOV+RESTORE protocols compare to traditional single-slice protocols.

Materials and Methods
Sequence Design –A cDWI SE-EPI sequence was modified to support the following (Figure 1):

1) A cross-pair navigator was added before the acquisition to enable SF-NAV [2].

2) rFOV was realized by playing the slice-selection gradient of the refocusing pulse along the phase axis (orthogonal to excitation).

3) The Convex Optimized Diffusion Encoding (CODE) framework [3] was used to design motion compensated (M1=M2=0) and time optimal diffusion
encoding gradients (CODE-M1M2).

4) The 180° restore pulse was added after the EPI readout [4] to restore the z-magnetization and enable multi-slice SF-NAV rFOV acquisitions.

MRI Experiments – On a 3T scanner (Prisma, Siemens), CODE-M1M2 diffusion encoding was used to acquire joint T2+ADC maps with 2.3x2.3x5.0mm
resolution. Reference (b-value=0) images were obtained at two TEs (TE =22ms with two averages, TE =59ms with ten averages) and b-value=350s/mm
images were obtained at TE=59ms using six diffusion directions and eight averages. SNR was calculated from the repeated b-value=0 images at
TE=59ms. The restore pulse and rFOV techniques were combined in a slice-following strategy to enable T2+ADC acquisition in substantially reduced
acquisition times. Reduced FOV multi-slice protocols with and without restore pulse (MS-rFOV+RESTORE and MS-rFOV) were evaluated and compared to
a full magnetization recovery (TR>>T1) single-slice protocol (SS-rFOV) in a phantom and in healthy volunteers. Parameters for the three acquisitions were
reported in Table 1.

The signal recovery offered by the restore pulse is function of the T1 of the tissue, the number of slices and the time T  at which the pulse is played.
Signal intensity as a function of T  was measured on a phantom with a range of T1 from 315ms to 2500ms.

Healthy volunteers (N=6) were imaged at mid-systole (TD=100ms) under free-breathing conditions using navigator based slice following  (tracking
factor=0.6). SNR, SNR-efficiency (SNR/√(Scan time per slice)), T2, and ADC were compared as described in  after manual segmentation of the LV and
automatic rejection of corrupted signals .

Results
Phantom acquisitions using MS-rFOV, SS-rFOV, and MS-rFOV+RESTORE protocols with different TRestore are shown in Figure 2. For the range of T1
present in the phantom, the signal regained by the restore pulse is maximum when T  is minimum and nearly equivalent to the signal from full
recovery (SS-rFOV). However, due to the peripheral nerve stimulation limit after the EPI readout, a cooling time is required and the minimum T
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achievable was only 200ms.

Figure 3 shows an example of DWI, T2, and ADC maps of a basal short-axis cardiac view acquired from a healthy volunteer. T2, ADC, SNR and SNR-
efficiency distributions across volunteers are reported in Figure 4. No statistical differences were found for ADC or T2 between MS-rFOV, SS-rFOV, and
MS-rFOV+RESTORE protocols. The highest SNR was obtained for SS-rFOV and MS-rFOV+RESTORE compared to MS-rFOV. Overall the best SNR-
efficiency per slice was obtained with MS-rFOV+RESTORE (7.6±1 min ) compared to MS-rFOV (6.2±0.5 min ) and SS-rFOV (4.2±0.7 min ).

Conclusion
The MS-rFOV+RESTORE technique combined with slice following enables T2+ADC acquisition compatible with clinical scan time constraints (~1
minute/slice) with the best SNR-efficiency compared to MS-rFOV and SS-rFOV.
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Figures

Figure 1: [EA6V1] Modified cDWI SE-EPI sequence including: 1) cross-pair navigator, 2) CODE-M1M2 diffusion encoding gradients, 3) rFOV by applying
the slice-selection gradient in the phase encoding direction; and 4) restore pulse after the EPI readout. T  was 100ms, TE=59ms, and T =200ms.

Table 1: Comparison of the three T2+ADC protocols used in this study. The MS-rFOV+RESTORE and MS-rFOV protocols were acquired using multi-slice
interleaving, thus one slice is acquired every heartbeat. For the reference acquisition a single-slice protocol was repeated three times with one slice
acquired every four heartbeats (full magnetization recovery). Scan times are given for a heart rate of 60 BPM.
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Figure 2: Signal intensity as a function of T  on a phantom with a range of T1 from 315ms to 2500ms. A) Signal intensity obtained using MS-
rFOV+RESTORE (blue) for a range of T , SS-rFOV (green), and MS-rFOV (red) from three tubes of T1 of 150, 800 and 1700ms. B) Example of b-
value=0 images obtained with the three protocols. All signal intensities were reported from b-value=0.

Figure 3: A. Example basal short-axis cDWI images (b-value=350s/mm²); B. ADC maps; C. T2 maps; and D. SNR maps for the MS-rFOV+RESTORE, SS-
rFOV (reference standard), and MS-rFOV acquisitions. T2 and ADC maps are similar between MS-rFOV+RESTORE and SS-rFOV, but the acquisition
efficiency of MS-rFOV+RESTORE is substantially higher.

Figure 4. Population distribution (mean±SD) of A) ADC, B) T2, C) SNR, D) SNR-efficiency. The comparison data is derived from the mean of matched
basal, mid and apical slices for each acquisition strategy after manual segmentation of the left ventricle. ADC and T2 values are similar between MS-
rFOV+RESTORE, SS-rFOV, and MS-rFOV, but the SNR of MS-rFOV is lower and the acquisition efficiency of MS-rFOV+RESTORE is substantially higher.
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